
How to register

To apply for a benefit, shareholders must register by using a special app on the website 
www.tmr.sk in the ”shareholder´s club“ section between 01.11.2021 and 30.09.2022.

They will be automatically redirected to a special form on www.gopass.sk/shareholders.

Active Gopass programme members can use their original login data to log in to their 
personal Gopass accounts.

Shareholders who are not members of the Gopass programme yet must register.

Registered shareholders: continue with a registration form that already includes their data. 

The number of shares, the birth certificate number and the name of the broker have to be 
updated in the registration form. If necessary, the respective shareholder statement has to be 
uploaded.

LOGIN: I am already a member of 
the Gopass programme.

REGISTRATION: I am not yet a Gopass member.

http://www.tmr.sk/
http://www.gopass.sk/shareholders


New shareholders: continue with a new registration form that has to be filled in.

The registration form contains the following data: name, surname, email address, phone 
number, address – street, postcode, city, country, birth certificate number, number of shares, 
name of the stock exchange and name of the broker, statutory declaration on the accuracy of 
data, plus the shareholder statement (if required*).

The TMR company shall confirm or reject every TMR Shareholder´s Club registration within 

10 working days from the day it has been made. 

Every shareholder shall be informed about their registration confirmation/rejection by email.  

If any registration is denied, the respective shareholder will receive an email with an 
explanation and a list of steps that need to be taken.  

*Which TMR SHAREHOLDER STATEMENTS need to be uploaded when registering? 

Bratislava Stock Exchange – only shareholders who have accounts at the Central Depository or at 
the Arca Capital company can register without uploading their shareholder statements. If you 
have purchased shares and opened an account at a stock broker, please ask them to issue your 
shareholder statement as of the decisive date of 31.10.2021. 

Prague Stock Exchange – the shareholder statement and the field in the registration form are 
mandatory.

Warsaw Stock Exchange – the shareholder statement and the field in the registration form are 
mandatory.

Every shareholder statement must include the name and surname of the shareholder, birth 
certificate number, ISIN code, number of shares, broker confirmation – stamp and signature. 



Benefit activation
Once the registration is approved, the benefit is automatically uploaded to the shareholdeŕ s 
Gopass account, i.e. their “Gopass vouchers“ section. The benefit can be activated for the 
given shareholder or any subordinate person in their account. The benefit must be 
transferred as a whole and cannot be split. 

Kde nájdete benefit? Ako vyzerá kupón s benefitom?

Once your registration 
is approved, you´ll find 
your benefit in this 
section.

Click on “View vouchers” to see two 
vouchers – one without the Fast Pass 

service and the other including the Fast 
Pass at the price of €299. In the following 
step you will have to decide for one of the 

options. 



Benefit activation
Voucher selection

 Before 

activating your 

benefit, please 

make sure that 

your photo or the 

photo of the person 

that the benefit 

shall be activated 

for in the Gopass

account is up-to-

date. If it isn´t, you 

can update it by 

uploading a new 

picture. 

Once you activate 
one of the 
offered vouchers, 
the others will be 
deactivated.

Choose the person 
that you want to 
activate the benefit 
for.

Add it to the basket and 
complete your order to 
activate the benefit. If you 
choose the Fast Pass 
included, please pay €299.



Benefit activation
If any shareholder does not have a personalised Gopass key card in their Gopass account, 
they must pay a €2 charge/card when activating their benefit. When they visit a resort for the 
first time, the card can be collected in the local Client centre. Benefits cannot be activated 
without Gopass cards in the respective shareholders´ accounts. 

If any shareholder has their own Gopass key card already, they can use the advantages of the 
Shareholder´s Club once they activate their benefit in their ”Gopass vouchers“ section. 

Please note: 

Season ski pass, VIP and VIP GOLD benefits are activated as follows: 

1) ski pass activation

2) activation of other services that are included in the benefit (water parks...).

Please activate other services of step 2 also in your “Gopass vouchers“ section. You can do so 
once you activate the ski pass.

As for the activation of  6-, 12- and 25-ticket benefits, step 1 is enough.


